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„drama”and„theatre”and also, „tragedy”and „tragic”. There are brought differentopinions of
literary critics, such as Eugen Todoran or Constantin Cubleşan,alongside with other references
from writers and filosofers – Mircea Eliade, I.Kant etc. At the end of the study, it is talked
about the parallel between theancient theatre of greeks and the modern theatre of nowadays
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Romanians by condemning not only the physical but also the spiritual death of the people. In

this paper I have highlighted how the process of re-education took place in many
circumstances. The class of intellectuality was the one that suffered the most as a result of
these events, which can also be noticed in the case of the characters Axente Creangă and
Leonte Pătrașcu from "Luntrea lui Caron". Using terror as an instrument of governance,
censorship, propaganda and raising their ideology to the rank of universal principle, the
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theories.Furthermore, the correlation between his theories and the ballad “Miorița” stands
as proof for the national identity together with the literary function of the narrative work. In
other words, the study emphasizes the problem of interference within the whole
philosophical system, through references to the narrative work “Miorița” together with
Blaga’s ethical system.
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for the inability to perceive and describe the outer world. The metaphor of the disease
combines the physical and the spiritual and transcends some of Blaga’s fundamental poetical
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